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Micro-titration of depot
neuroleptic dosages
J. Birch

Depot neuroleptic treatments can be compromised by
side-effects unacceptable to usersor, more seriously, by

tardive dyskinesia (TD). Neuroleptic dosages can be
lowered to increase acceptability and decrease the
incidence of TD, but with a greater likelihood of relapse.
One argument proposes that many patients changing to
lower dosages break down because withdrawal from a
neuroleptic is stressful in Itself. Research suggests that
withdrawal regimes should be radically cautious. A
computer tool is offered which can aid clinicians in
calculating small reductions.

The effect of stopping long-term neuroleptic use,
especially in schizophrenia, has been widely
researched; Gilbert et al (1995) review 66 such
studies in a dedicated edition of Archives of
General Psychiatry. The outcome for simple
cessation seems unequivocal, with half of with
drawn patients relapsing compared with only
one-sixth of those patients continuing on medica
tion. Gilbert et al note the withdrawal process
used in each study, where this information is
available. Two-thirds (42/66) of the studies
reported stopping neuroleptic medication imme
diately: the maximum time allowed for medica
tion withdrawal was 60 days. This might seem to
suggest that the actual process of neuroleptic
withdrawal is seen as non-problematic. Similarly,
Schooler (1993) reviews studies of intermittent
and low-dose strategies and does not comment on
the possible effects of abrupt versus gradual
change in neuroleptic cover.

By contrast, Mosher & Burti (1989), arguing
that dopamine blockade has lasting effects on
receptor sites, propose that patients who have
used neuroleptics over many years exhibit a
discrete withdrawal syndrome when attempts
are made to stop their drug. They propose that
long-term users of neuroleptics can no longer
experience a neuroleptic-free environment with
out intolerable levels of arousal. Consequently
they advise that such patients should always be
prescribed a residual dose of neuroleptic, no
matter how successfully these patients appear
to have survived dosage reduction. If one accepts
the logic of this position then it follows that
reductions in depot medication should be cau
tious and fractional. Indeed this is the position

which Gilbert et al (1995) adopt when comment
ing on the clinical implications of their study.
They draw attention to a preliminary report by
Green (1992) which suggests that modest titra-
tion downwards of neuroleptic doses can result
over time in major reductions in drug use but
without the risk of relapse associated with abrupt
cessation.

Inderbitzin et al (1995) have also reported the
success of a similar strategy. An experimental
group of long-term depot users had their dose
reduced to 50% over five months by cutting 10%
of the starting dose each month. Comparison
with a control group over 12 months showed no
significant differences in symptoms or relapse
rates. Extrapyramidal symptoms increased in the
control group, but decreased in the experimental
group. Tardive dyskinesia increased in both
groups, but significantly less in the reduced-dose
group. Among the nine patients who relapsed
(four reduced-dose and five control) the authors
surmise that use of recreational substances and
serious psychosocial stresses were more influen
tial than neuroleptic use. They offer a clinical
impression that patients using the reduced dose
might be more susceptible to the effects of
missing a single injection.

Practical application of dose titration
Such findings encourage the practice of regular
but cautious depot reductions over time. How
ever, depot dose titration poses a practical
difficulty. Most depot drugs are marketed only
as one standard and one concentrated prepara
tion. In my experience this has inclined English
prescribing towards relatively crude adjustments
in dosage, typically of 25%, 33%, or 50%. Fine
tuning of dosages by 10% or 15% demands a good
deal of trial and error calculation in order to arrive
at the required combination of preparation
strength, dosage interval, and injection volume.
This has led me to develop a computer program
which derives these values, thus saving time and
improving accuracy. Table 1 shows part of a
typical print copy designed for prescribers. It will
be seen that this method yields a number of
alternatives, or near alternatives, for any one
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Table 1. Depot medication dosage calculator

Weekly equivalent dosages forDepixol:Weekly

Depot
equiv. Dose in prepar- Interval in Total in
mg ces ation weeksmgs6.676.506.336.256.006.006.006.005.675.505.335.005.005.005.005.005.005.004.750.200.650.950.250.900.600.300.300.850.550.800.750.500.250.100.150.200.250.95100202010020202010020202020202010010010010020323432153233212345420.0013.0019.0025.0018.0012.006.0030.0017.0011.0016.0015.0010.005.0010.0015.0020.0025.0019.00

Table 2. Volumes to draw up for injections of
Depixol

Total
dose2.004.006.008.0010.0012.0014.0016.0018.0010.0020.0030.0040.0050.0060.0070.0080.0080.0090.00Dose

inCCS0.100.200.300.400.500.600.700.800.900.100.200.300.400.500.600.700.800.800.90Depotprepar
ation202020202020202020100100100100100100100100100100Totaldose3.005.007.009.0011.0013.0015.0017.0019.0015.0025.0035.0045.0055.0065.0075.0085.0085.0095.00Dose

inCCS0.150.250.350.450.550.650.750.850.950.150.250.350.450.550.650.750.850.850.95Depotprepar
ation202020202020202020100100100100100100100100100100

required dose. The values, taken from previously
computed data tables, can be displayed for a
clinician with direct access to a computer, or
tables can be printed as hard copy for use offline.

Initially the approach is demanding of staff who
administer the injections, often calling for un
familiar doses. For this reason the program also
includes tables of volumes to draw up for
standard and concentrated preparations. The
Depixol table is reproduced by way of example
fTable 2). A standard 1 ml syringe is assumed.

The calculator has enabled me to advise
patients on small reductions in depot medication
with ease. This is not so much a new strategy for
me as an enhancement of my existing practice.
From the patient's point of view one can offer a

variety of weekly equivalent doses which allow a
choice between a large injection at long intervals
versus a small injection at short intervals.

The depot injection calculator program iswritten in Visual Basic'' and runs in the
Windows'" environment. It displays dosage tables

for Modecate, Depixol, Clopixol, and Haldol. I am
making it available to individuals without charge,
for their own use: to receive a copy please send a
3e" high density floppy disk plus the return

postage. Eight sample printed tables, a pair for
each depot preparation, can be obtained from the
author in return for an S.A.E.
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